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INSPECTION OF NUCLEAR FUEL TRANSPORT IN SPAIN
J. Lobo Méndez
Junta de Energía Nuclear

La experiencia adquirida en la inspección de los transportes de combustibles realizados en España, servirá de base para fijar las normas
que han de exigirse a los futuros transportes, ya que debido al programa nuclear español el transporto de combustibles nucleares se verá incrementado notablemente en España en los próximos años. Se pretende con esta comunicación poner de manifiesto la experiencia adqui^
rida por la inspección oficial en el transporte de combustibles nucleares.

The experience acquired in inspecting nuclear fuel sh.ipn.ents carried
out in Spain will serva as a basis for establishing the regulations
whi ch must be adhered to for future transports, as the transport of
nuclear fuels in Spain will increase considerably within the next —
years as a result of the Spanish nuclear program. The purpose of this
report is to describe the experience acquired in nuclear fuel trare
port inspection.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The transport of nuclear fuels plays an important role in
a nuclear power plant's operation and even in its performance, if
the established transport program is altered.
The experience acquired in inspecting nuclear fuel shipments
carried out in Spain will serve as a basis for establishing the
regulations which must be adhered to for future transports, as
the transport of nuclear fuels in Spain will increase considerably
within the next years as a result of the Spanish nuclear program.
We have experience in transporting non-irradiated fuel by plane,
ship and highway and in transporting irradiated fuel by road,
train and ship.
Figure 1 indicates the most frequently used itineries for
transporting nuclear fuels in Spain. In the"José Cabrera" plcnt,
the non-irradiated fuel arrives by plane to Barajas Airport and
continues by road to the plant; the irradiated fuel is shipped
by road from the plant to the Port of Bilbao and from there by ship
to the United Kingdom. In the "Santa Maria de Garoña" plant, the
non-irradiated fuel arrives by ship to Bilbao and continues by road
to the plant; the irradiated fuel is shipped by road to the Dancharinea Customs and from there continues by road through France
and is finally shipped to the United Kingdom. In the "Vandellos"
plant, the non-irradiated fuel arrives by road to La Junquera
Customs and continues by road to the plant; the irradiated fuel
is sent by train from the plant to the Port Bou Customs and continues by train until reaching its final destination in France.
The purpose of this report is to describe the experience acquired in nuclear fuel transport inspection and for a better understanding, we have divided the study into the following sections:
Identification of the risks in transporting nuclear fuels.
Steps to avoid or reduce risks: Regulations applicable
in Spain.
Requirements prior to shipment.
Experience in transporting nuclear

jels in Spain.

Inspectors' role in nuclear fuel transport.
Conclusions.

2.

IDENTIFICATION OF THE RISKS IN TRANSPORTING NUCLEAR FUELS
The characteristic risks in transporting nuclear fuel are
irradiation, contamination and criticality, and in all the national
and international Regulations, rules for avoiding or reducing these
risks are given. However, depending on the means of transportation
and the itinerary followed, other risks may exist, such as: conventional accidents, sabotage, terrorism and theft.
In railway transport carried out in Spain from the Vandellos
nuclear power plant to the reprocessing installations in La Hague,
France, due to the light weight of the train, there is a risk of
accident due to sharp breaking or when traveling on an incline as
the cars can bang into each other and cause derailment.
In road transport of irradiated fuel, there is an additional
risk of irradiation if the transports are not well-planned. This
risk exists in storage on the pier until the packages are transferred to the ship or during storage required until the packages
are dispatched through the Dancharinea Customs in the case of the
Santa Maria de Garoña plant.
There is a danger of accidents in transports of irradiated
fuel made from the José Cabrera plant while traveling through the
Barazar mountain pass and from Santa Maria de Garoña through the
Veíate mountain pass, due to the road's sharp incline and its
limited width. In addition to the accidents we must add skidding
in winter - as these areas are covered with ice and snow - and also
terrorism and sabotage as during the last few years the Basque
Provinces have been politically conflictive areas and terrorist
acts have taken place there.
We ha 2 observed, especially in the transports made from the
José
Jose Cabrera plant, exudation phenomena, wh'.ch in no case surpassed
the regulatory limits for transitory surface contamination.

3.

METHODS FOR AVOIDING OR REDUCING RISKS : REGULATIONS APPLICABLE
IN SPAIN
The steps taken to avoid or reduce irradiation, contamination
and criticality risks have basicolly consisted of applying the
transport rules established in the Regulations applicable in Spain
which are as follows:

- Law 25/1964 on Nuclear Energy.
- Rules for transporting radioactive materials without risk
by the I.A.E.A. (1973 Edition).
- European Agreement on international transport of dangerous
merchandise by road (ADR).
- International Rules for transporting dangerous merchandise
by rail (RID).
- National Rules for transporting dangerous merchandise by road.
To avoid the risk of accidents, speed limits are placed on
the expeditions and in the case of railway transport, sharp braking
and take-offs are prohibited and a heavy-weight car is placed
at the end of the convoy to assist in braking.
If shipments are made by road in the winter, before authorizing
the expedition to leave, we check the snow and road conditions along
the route by calling the Public Works Offices in the Provinces through
which the convoy will pass.
A series of places are established along the route, from
where telephone calls are to be made to the Inspection of the JEN
informing of the convoy's progress. The places chosen have automatic telephone service.
Radio-protection personnel from the nuclear power plant in
question always accompany the shipment with markers, detection
equipment, etc. and they are perfectly aware of the rules to follow
in case of emergency.
In the cab of each vehicle, and in a place visible from the
outside, emergency telephone numbers are given which include the
Nuclear Power Plant in question, the Nuclear Energy Board (JEN)
and the Police or other Provincial Authorities, All the expeditions
are accompanied by armed guards located at the front and back of
the convoy.
4.

REQUIREMENTS PRIOR TO SHIPMENT
The documentation presented for requesting transport authorization is studied by the JEN which issues a report on the transport's

nuclear safety and proposes conditions for carrying out same. The
Nuclear Energy Board sends these studies to the Energy Administration Board which in turn authorizes transport based on these recormendations. This complete documentation is sent to the inspection
which thus is informed of all the technical characteristics of
the shipment to be effected. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the steps
taken in processing a request for transport authorization.
In addition and in fulfillment of the clauses stated in the
Authorization, the plants must send to the inspection a series of
details, which includes: number and identification of tl elements
to be transported, degree of burn-up, number of cooling days, U-235
content, Pu-239 content, license number of the vehicles making the
transport, packing identification, itinerary and schedule which
has been established. If any abnormality or deficiency is found
in the information received, the plant owner is contacted so that
they may correct same or delay the shipment until the necessary
corrections can be made.
5.

EXPERIENCE IN TRANSPORTING NUCLEAR FUELS IN SPAIN
Below is a chart listing the total number of expeditions
carried out by the three plants currently existing in Spain and
the number of elements transported in each shipment (until July 1977),

Nuclear Plants

Non-irradiated fuel
No. Exped.

6.

Vandellos

51

Sta.M. de Garoña
José Cabrera

No. Elements

Irradiated fuel
No. Exped. No. Elements

91,920

13

U

868

32

191

12

205

7

113

30,717

INSPECTORS' ROLE IN TRANSPORTS
In the case of irradiated fuel, shipments are inspected before
they are transported and in the case of non-irradiated fuels, they
are inspected upon arrival into the national territory or upon arrival at the Plant.

In order to facilitate inspection, a Guide to systematic checking has been prepared which includes the applicable paragraphs of
the I.A.E.A. Regulations for transporting radioactive materials
without risks (1973 edition) and of the European Agreement on international road transport of dangerous merchandise (ADR). This Guide
is divided into the following sections: 1. Documents which must
be shown; 2. Marking and labeling of the packages and the vehicles;
3. Other package checks; 4. Radiation and radioactive contamination
levels; 5, Other expedition checks. (Annex l ) .
Once these checks have been carried out, the Inspector issues
a report which is signed by an authorized plant representative,
indicating the letter's agreement or disagreement to its contents.
Annex II presents a guide to issue the report.
While the transport is being effected, the Nuclear Energy
Board (JEN) receives the telephone calls made from pre-established
points along the route.
In the inspections carried out, no serious safety risks have
been detected and the radiation levels as well as the transitory
radioactive contamination readings have always been within the limits
established by law. However, in some transports, we have observed
the lack of documents required in the authorization conditions,
incorrect labeling of packages and vehicles, lack of sealed bands
on the packages and in some cases the vehicles did not carry the
telephone number to call in case of emergency and in others the
Nuclear Energy Board was not notified sufficiently in advance, as
stated in the authorization conditions.
We have also observed that some packages were not marked in
accordance with the markings established in the I.A.E.A. Regulations for transporting radioactive materials without risk (1973
Edition) and that the sender's certificate and shipping details
did not comply vith that specified in said-Regulations.
It has been proven, in general, that the personnel handling
the radioactive material in ports and airports ars not prepared
for this job and that the drivers of the vehicles also lack proper
training. In several cases, the inspectors have observed that the
drivers had not read the information which had been given to them
several hours before starting the journey. Also, in some cases,
vehicles which are not suitable for this type of transport and
vehicles not authorized by the Spanish Authorities have been used.

7.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

In order to avoid risks during transport, no expeditions
should take place during the winter season, if the route
goes through mountain passes and when the weather conditions
hinder or prevent normal travel along these roads.

2.

Also, transport should be prohibited in areas where possible
disturbances or alteration of public order could occur. In
addition, a strict adherence to the schedule along the route
should be demanded in order to avoid prolonged waits of the
convoys at points along the itinerary or at shipping docks
or at Customs Houses.

3.

Speed limits should be more strictly enforced in order to
avoid accidents and motorways or highways where there is a
lot of traffic should be avoided as there is always a danger
of accidents which could force the convoy to stop and wait
for a certain length of time.

4.

The personnel handling the radioactive material in ports and
airports must have a clear idea about the care that is necessary to avoid falls and hits.
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FIG.1.-DRAWING OF THE FUEL ELEMENT TRANSPORTS FOR THE SPANISH
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
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1. DCGULEUTS TD SE EXHIBITED
Transport Authoriaation. l.'.inistry of Industry, date
Transport Authorization. Ministry of Public V/orits
Transfer Authorisation (O.I.E.A. Safeguards) ^ ^ ^ ^
Rules far transporting radioactive materials without risks (D.I.E.A. 1973 Edition)
Sender's certificate and expedition details (627 to 831) (photocopy attached
Information far transport company (832) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Certificate of approval of type of package (804 - 824)
________^________
Certificate of multilateral approval of type of package B (l.') (B07-R24)
Others
2. f/ARKING AND LABELING OF PACKAGES AND VEHICLES
2.1.

PACKAGES

Labels affixed on two opposite sides of the package (511)
Package category (510)
l.'ain radioactive content
Content's activity (curie)
Transport index (137)
If th?^ refers to "complete charge", this will be mentioned on each label (513)
Weight marked on the package (514) ^
Identification marks of package type (51S) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Type E package, clDvDrleaf symbol printed on outer surface (517)

2.2.

VEHICLES

True!: license number and platform number_
Transport card number
Cars have signs on the sides (533)
Truc';s have signs on the sides and rear (535) (42.500 A.D.R.

Truc'.c crrry err.cr^oncy telephone numbers in visible place __________
Truche r.n¿ trailers aro Eq'ji-ncri with fire •¡ttinnuishar (1C.2ÍC ADR)
Tr'jcu-c have a bctt^ry cwitch in tha cab (22C.CCC AD?.)
C there
3 . CTHZR PASKAG". CHICKS

t!o visible cl^'STD
The ceslcc b-nos ere intnet • [ 211)
The inscription on the scaled bends et-tes: _ _ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
The te^iDGraturs will not exceed 50°Cin thG shads (221,b)
In case of a co-plete charre, the temperature will not exceed S2*tin the
shede (2^10)
The cuter pncl'ing will not ebsorb nor retain rainwater (205) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Others
4. FIADIATICM AND RADIOACTIVE CDNTAf.'INATICfJ LEVELS
L'.EJ-inum admissible radiation intensity (534 and 537)
- In a closGd vehicle, without package movement, without intermediate loading
and unloading operations, on the package surface <1.0DC mrems/h.
- In any other type of circumstances, on package surface < 200 merems/h.
- On outer side surface of vehicle < 200 mrems/h.
- At 2 meters distance from the vehicle's side surface <10 mrems/h.
- In pieces occupied by people < 2 mreirs/h

(537).

Transitory radioactive contamination (frotis of 300 cm2) (502)
- Beta and gamma
emitters .-, -4</ . . 2
<10 '1 Ci/cm
—3
2
- Natural uranium
<10 /(Ci/cm
—5
2
- Alpha
emitters
<«10 /(Ci/cm
The drivers carry a dosemeter
Others
5 . OTHER EXPEDITION CHECKS

The armed guard protection is forwud by
The person traveling with the Expedition in his capacity as radio-protection
expert is l.'.r.
___________________________________________^___________
Time of expedition departure
Transport hes bean notified with
days advance notice.
Other requisites contained in the authorizations

FGRI.'AT-GUIDE CF EiTATEt.'ENT
(fJo. 3)

CF THE INSPECTION STATEMENT REGARDING TRANSPORT OF
RADIOACTIVE [.'ATEHIAL3
, Inspector of the Nuclear Energy Board
CERTIFIES: That hn was present (l) on the day, month and year (all in writing)
in (2).
Th:rt the object of the visit was to inspect D radioactive Raterial
shipment, destined for
, coming from
, whose transport authorization was granted by the Energy Administration
Ejoartí an the date
to (3) .
That the Inspectiun Department was received by l.'.r, (4)
who confirmed his knowledge and acceptance of the inspection objectives in
that whicn refers to nuclear safety and radiological protection.
That the results of the tests carried out by the Inspector, as well
as the information required and supplied by the technical personnel _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _
are as follows:
That the shipment consisted of
piste was the following

packages, on whose identity
.

That inside said packages, (5) was foui.d stored, whose characteristics
arc inriiceted in Annex I:
That (if applicable*) during transport no (or e) nuclear accident
occurred; however the following facts Dr accidents did occur: (describe
with greatest exactness what has happened).
That the sender's certificate was shown, duly authorized, photocopy
of which is attached as Annex II (S).
That specification
of the Energy Administration Board
corresponding to this transport has not been complied with (if applicable).
That the packages were located on
frames, trailers, special
care, distributed in the following manner: package
, frame, trailer,
car
, trailer truck license number
. That the
trailer truck license number
is not listed in the authorization granted by the Surface Transport Department of the Ministry of Public
Vjcrks, as a vehicle authorized for this type of transport (if applicable).

The -,
- ._ce*5 sealed band is intact, v.'ith the following inscriotion
[ or without) (7). That the packages din not show
cny visible signs of outer damage (or they shoved damage). That the packages
were duly narked with labels corresponding to yellow category
, on
which I rend: oackege
: (transcribe literally, do not translate).
That the vehicles, cars,
were duly marked. That in the
vehicle cab, a list of emergency telephone numbers were visible from the outside.
That the drivers were equipped with a personal dosemeter, tyae
.
That the transitory external contamination readings, as well as the
radiation intensity and temperatures, measured by technical personnel from
__
•*•" different parts of the packages
are not
appreciable, the maximum admissible dose can increase under normal transport
conditions.
That a radio-protection expert from the Plant accompanied the expedition,
with the necessary equipment to act in case of emergency.
i

That the transport convoy loft at _ _ _ _ _ _ hours from
protected by armed guards.

,

ACTION TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF INDICATION OF RISK.
When the Inspector observes or has reasonable suspicions that a shipment
docs not fulfill the proper conditions with regard to nuclear safety and radiological protection and therefore it could constitute e nuclear risk in its
surroundings, he will immediately inform the title-holder of the "Authorization
of transport" or his representative and the competent authorities (Customs,
Airport authorities, entrance point or border, etc.), recommending that steos
be taken to correct the situation and isolating the material as much as possible.
All actions taken should be reflected in the report
issued "in situ" and
handwritten, if necessary. In any case, as soon as possible, he will inform
JEN and the Delegation of the l.'inistry of Industry (by telephone, telex) who
will give ths pertinent instructions. Until the competent authorities have
been duly informed, the inspector will remain "in situ" awaiting instructions
or to counsel the Authorities.
If no "risk" of a nuclear accident is observed, but if the contents of
the shipment cannot be affirmed by means of the sender's certificate (in case
seme is missing) nnd/or if the transport authorization granted by the Energy
Administration Bosrd is not exhibited, the inspector will inform the authorities

,1 .. ._'»

_ — I

so that they ~cy decide what should be done.

If

the inspector i s ronuected

tc rive his rcca~.r,3ndatio-iD, he should rccc~nend that the entrance or exit to/
fror. the national t e r r i t o r y of said Ghipr.ent not be permitted and that i t bo
intercepted to avoid possible ris!:c.
CLC3IÜ3 TIE 5TATE::E!;T

That the sirport, port, border ofricinls, etc. have given the necessary
facilities tc the Inspector for fulfilling hie r.ission (if applicable).
This Statement is issued in the place snd date indicated below, in
accordance v¿ith that indicated in the current Law 25/1954 and the rEferred
Resolution.
Place and date

(in writing)

IN3?ECTCR'S SIGNATURE

?RCCE5ai!.'G=
In fulfillment of that provided in the present legislation,
an authorized representative of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ is invited to sign, date
and indicate his agreement or disagreement tD the contents of this Statement.

1.-

If ccconoanicri, indicate the nene end t i t l e : JEM Expert, Provincial
Delegation Engineer of the ¡.'.inistry of Industry, e t c .

2.-

Define specifically, for ay.ar.plai Port of 3-_ntander, Barcelona Airport,
VanticlloE Nuclear Powor Pl,-nt, Irun Customs (Guipúzcoa), Krc. 22,3C0 of
National Highway lió. 1, Etc.

3.

Trsnnnuclear csqafiala, Union Eléctrica, SA, , t.'r. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _
titlD-hclrier of building c,r operating authorization of radioactive
installation
, company
, etc.

4.

Person ha proved to be ( National Identity Card or other document exhibited),
he said to be ( i f same is not confirmed), or i s ( i f the Inspector knows him).

5.

The nurr.bsr of packages and characteristics will be specified: irradiated
fuel elements, natural uranium or enriched fuBl elements, encapsuled
radioactive sources or non-encapsuled cobalt-SO, iridium-192, iodine-125,
etc.; if they are radioactive products or wastes, mention will be made if
these refer to nuclear substances.

5.

If the certificate i s not exhibited, specific mention will be made that the
Inspector has requested same but that i t was not shov.n. This point i s of
great importance.

7.

For shipments which enter or leave Spain, i t i s necessary to always check
that the sealed bands are intact and especially when this refers to radioactive material subject to safeguards.

